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The functional equations v = max (q(f) - gT(f) t P(f) v; f E K) = Qv of 
undiscounted semi-Markovian decision processes are shown to be solvable if and 
only if all components of the maximum gain rate vector are equal. More generally, 
in the multichain case, the functional equations for the value vector possess a 
solution if and only if there is a policy which achieves the maximal gain vector. The 
method of proof exhibits vectors u * such that Qv ’ < v + and Qu- > u ~. 0 1984 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The functional equations of undiscounted, stationary, infinite-horizon 
semi-Markovian decision processes (MDPs) with a scalar gain rate are [7, 81 
q:-gT; + 2 pk,v. 1 Y J ’ l<i<N, (l-1) j=l 
where 
Id <A, Pb>O, 
j=l 
0 < T,i” ~ T: ~ T,,, < CX). Q-2) 
Here N = finite number of states, K(i) = finite non-empty set of actions in 
state i, and qr , Tf and Pi are, respectively, the expected one-step 
undiscounted reward, expected holding time, and transition probability to 
statej, if action k is selected in state i. The unknowns are the relative value 
vector v = [vi]iGiCN and the scalar gain rate g. If a solution pair {g, a} 
exists to (l-l), then g is unique, equals the maximal possible expected reward 
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per unit time and is achieved by any policy which employs actions attaining 
the N maxima in (l-l) [2, Theorem 1; 11, Eq. (26)]. 
Our goal is to provide a simple proof that a relative value vector u exists if 
and only if all components of the maximal gain vector g* (defined below) 
are equal, with g being set to this common magnitude. This ensures 
solvability of the functional equations, and existence of a maximal-gain 
policy, if the MDP is communicating (defined below) or if every policy has 
an unichained transition probability matrix. The multi-chain extension of this 
result is given in Section 4. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
For any x E EN, define x,,,~” = minrGiGN xi and x,,, = maxlGicN Xi. 
1 denotes an N-vector, all of whose components are unity. Vector 
inequalities x < y hold for every component. (x; y) denotes the scalar 
product of x and y. 
S, denotes the set of all randomized, stationary policies. A randomized 
policy f~ S, is specified by a tableau f = [fik]lGi(N,koK(ij where fik > 0, 
c kcK(ijJ;.k = I.fik denotes the probability action k is selected in state i. Pure 
(non-randomized) policies have each hk = 0 or 1. S, denotes the set of all 
pure policies. 
Associated with eachfE S, are reward and holding time vectors 
q(f)= [q(f)ill<i<N= [ 1 frkq:] 3 
keK(i) 
T(f)E [T(f)ill<i<N= [ c 
kcK(i) 
.hkTf] 
and transition probability matrix 
‘(f) = [‘(f)ijl I (i,j<N = [ x .hkpfj] . 
ksK(i) 
These satisfy (l-2). 
For any fE S,, let n(f), 1 < n(f) ,< N, denote the number of subchains 
(closed, irreducible sets of states) of P(f), which we label as C(f, m), 
1 < m < n(f). Let 7~(f, m) be the unique equilibrium distribution of P(f) on 
C(f, m): 
4,L m) JYf) = 4.L ml, jEj,lm, 7Gm>j= 1, 
4.L mlj > 0 if j E C(f, m), 
=o elsewhere. 
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Any vector 71 satisfying 7c > 0, nP(f) = 7c must be a non- 
negative combination of ~r(f, m), 1 < m < n(j). P-1) 
Define 
It always exists and satisfies ([3, pp. 175-1831) 
where $(f, m)i is the probability of being ultimately absorbed in C(f, m) if 
the Markov chain P(f) starts in state i: 
d(f,m)i>O, 2 d(f,m)i= 1, $(f,m)i= 1 ifiE C(f,m). (2-2) 
m=l 
The recurrent states of P(f) are given by 
R(f) E ‘c C(f, m) = {iln(.f)ii > 0). 
rn=l 
The gain rate vector g(f) for policy f E S, is 
N)i E ifI $(f, m>i df, m), l<i<N, 
= expected reward per unit time starting in state i, (2-3) 
where 
= gain rate of chain C(f, m), 
df)i = g(f, 4 for all i E C(f, m) 
The maximal gain-rate vector g* E EN is defined by 
If (l-l) has a solution, then the maximal gain rate is independent of the 
starting state i [2, 111: all components of g* are equal, say to (g*), and the 
scalar g must be taken as (g*). The condition 
g” = (g”) 1 (Z-5) 
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is therefore necessary for the solvability of (l-l), and the ensuing theorem 
shows it is sufficient as well. This conclusion also follows indirectly from 
[ 10, Theorem 21, obtained via more advanced methods. 
LEMMA 1. If (2-5) holds, then there exists a randomized policy f” with 
g(f “) = g*, i.e., f” achieves all N suprema in (2-4). 
Proof: Condition (2-5) implies 
l&T*> = J&P g(f >,a, R 
while (2-2), (2-3) imply 
Combining these, 
(2-7) 
There exist sequences (f O, ma},“=, with f a E S,, ma E { 1, 2 ,..., n(f *)), 
and 
df ay ma> T (g*>. (2-8) 
Take a subsequence with C(f a, ma) = c, ma = ti, f (I approaching a limit? 
and the bourded vectors n(f a, ma) approaching a limit ii. Then P(f “) + 
P(f). Since C is a subchain for each P(f *), it remains closed, although not 
necessarily communicating, for P(f). From (2-8) follows 
(2-9) 
From 
7c(f a, ma)j = 0 unless j E C, 
1 7r(f a) ma)j = 1, $f a, ma) P(f “) = n(f n, ma) 
jsF 
follows 
n> 0, iij = 0 unless j E C, c iij= 1, iiP(f) = n. 
jeC 
Using (2-l), ~7 must be a weighted average of those rc<J; m)‘s whose supports 
lie in c, Then (2-9) implies that for at least one fi E { 1, 2,..., n(J’)}, 
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Comparison with (2-7) implies this must be equality: 
cg*> =stj’, G), some QE S, , some ti E { 1,2 ,..., n(f)}. 
Construct f” by the following algorithm: 
Initialization: 1= l,f”’ =f, m”’ = fi, S”’ = C(J’, &). 
Loopstep: 
Case 1: If every state outside lJf= i S”’ can reach Ui= i Set) under some 
policy, define f O as the policy which agrees with f (” for states in Set’, each 
t = 1, 2,..., I, and which, for states outside Ui= i S@), guarantees reaching 
Ui=, S(I). This policy has {S”‘},,,,, as its I subchains, has a gain rate of 
(g*) on each of these subchains, hence has a gain rate vector of (g*) 1. 
stop. 
Case 2: The set R = {iI state i cannot reach U:= I S”’ under any 
policy} is non-empty. Then Q is closed under every policy, and from the 
original MDP one can split off a smaller MDP involving only D as state- 
space. By the same arguments used to obtain?and rii from (2-7), there exists 
f (I+ 1’ E s, and m”+ ‘) E { 1, 2,..., n(f”“‘)} such that S”+ ” = Cdf”+ I), 
mot I)) E Q and 
Increase 1 by unity and return to the loopstep. 
This algorithm has finite termination in Case 1 because each loopstep in 
Case 2 increases the cardinality of lJ,‘= 1 S”‘, which is bounded above by 
N. 1 
Remark. Lemma 1 also implies the existence of a non-randomized policy 
f with g(f) = g*. To see this, notice that one cycle of the policy iteration 
algorithm [ 151 will replace the randomized policy f” with a non-randomized 
policy fwith a gain rate at least as high. 
The following two lemmas each give sufficient conditions for (2-5) to 
hold: All recurrent states communicate, or all pure policies have unichained 
transition probability matrices. 
LEMMA 2. Communicating systems [11. DeJne R E {i 1 i E R(f) for some 
f E S,]. Suppose all states in R communicate: for each pair i, j E R, there 
exists a policy f =f (i, j) E S, and integer n = n(i, j) such that [P(f )“I, > 0. 
Then (2-5) holds. 
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Proof: Note first R = {i]iE R(f) for somefE S,} by [12, Lemma 2.21. 
By the same reasoning used in Lemma 1, there exists a policy TE S, and 
integer ti E { 1,2,..., n(T)} such that 
Construct a policy f # which agrees with f for states in C(f, I?i) E R, and has 
C(x ti) as its sole subchain. This is possible because the communicating 
hypothesis ensures all states in R\C(x rii) can reach C(x ti) under some 
policy, while all states outside R are transient and must reach R under every 
policy. Then, since n(f “) = 1, g(f “> = g(x iii) I. Using (2-6), 
= g(J; fi) 1 = s(f “I< g*. 
Hence g* = g&, j. I 
LEMMA 3. If n(f) = 1 for every f E S,, then (2-5) holds. 
Proof. n(f) = 1 for every randomized policy: If f E S, existed with two 
or more subchains, each subchain would be closed for each of the pure 
policies comprising f, hence the pure policies would have two or more 
subchains, a contradiction. 
Equations (2-3) becomes g(f )i = g(f, 1) for all i and (2-4) becomes 
gj” = ;zf s(.L 113 independent of i. fl 
R 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
We assume (2-5) holds and seek a solution of (l-l) with g = (g*). That 
is, we seek a fixed point v of the operator Q: EN + EN defined by 
with properties 
] Qx - QJ Ice < ]x - JJ]~ (Q is non-expansive), 
Q(x+al)=Qx+al any scalar a, 
x > y implies Qx > Q.Y (monotonicity). 
The fixed point will be a consequence of the following two lemmas. 
(3-l) 
(3-2) 
(3-3) 
(3-4) 
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LEMMA 4. If (2-5) holds, there exists a vector x- E EN with x- < Qx-. 
Proof Recall f” E S, from Lemma 1 with g(f “) = (g*) j. Take x- as 
the bias-vector for policy f O [5], that is, x- = Z(f’)[q(f “) - (g*) T(f ‘)I, 
where Z(f”)= [I-P(f’)+ZZ(f’)]-’ is the fundamental matrix [9] for 
P(f “). It always exists and satisfies I7(f “) Z(f “) = l7(f “). Therefore 
n(f”)x- = mf O)[q(f “) - tg*> T(f “>I 
n(P) 
= c #(f O, m)b(f O, m); q(f O, m) - cg*> T(f “)) 
m=l 
ntfO) 
= x #(f OY m)(n(f OY m); T(f “))[g(f O, m) - (g”)l = 0 m=l 
since the final terms in square brackets each vanish. Then 
q(f”)-(g”)T(fO)=Z(fO)-lx- = [I-P(fO)]xp. 
This implies 
Qx->q(f’)-(g*)T(f”)+P(fo)x-=x-. m 
LEMMA 5. If (2-5) holds, there exists a vector x+ E EN with x+ > Qx+. 
Proof. We seek a solution x+ to the inequalities 
5 (sii-P;)X;>q;-(g*)T;, 1 <i<N,kEK(i). 
j=l 
According to [6, Theorem 2.71, either Ax+ > c has a solution or the 
equations ~4 = 0, (y; c) = 1 have a non-negative solution. If no x+ exists, 
then there exists { yik} > 0 satisfying 
5 2 yik(aij- PL) = 0, 1 <.i<N, (3-5) 
i=l keK(i) 
$ C Yik(qf- (g*> C>= 1. 
i=l k&C(i) 
We show these lead to a contradiction, hence x+ exists. 
Let rci s CksKCijyik > 0 and define f E S, by 
ifXi > 0 
arbitrary except fik > 0, Ck fik = 1, if zi = 0 
(3-6) 
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Then yik = xi&, for all i, k and (3-5) becomes 
7rj = i niP(f)ij > 0, 1 <j<N. 
i=l 
Condition (2-l) implies that z is an unnormalized positive combination of 
$.L m), 1 < m < n(.f- >* 
Equation (3-6) becomes (rr; [q(f) - (g*) T(f)]) = 1 and implies that, for 
at least one m E { 1, 2,..., n(f>l, ML 4; [q(f) - (g*> W>l) > 0. This 
implies that (g*) < g(f, m) and contradicts g(f, m) < (g*). 4 
THEOREM 1 (main result). 
Equation (l-l) has a solution if and only if (2-5) holds, in which case 
g = cg*>. 
ProoJ If (l- 1) has a solution, direct manipulation [2, Theorem 1; 11, 
Eq. (26)] shows g = max feSR g(f), = g: for all i, hence (2-5) holds. 
Conversely, if (2-5) holds, the solvability of (l-l) with g = (g*) is 
established as follows. By Lemmas 4 and 5, there exist vectors x* with 
x- < Qx- and xt > Qx+. Without loss of generality, add a sufficiently 
large multiple of 1 to xi such that x- <x’. Since Q is monotone, these 
three inequalities imply x- < Qx- < Qx+ <x+ and, in general, the 
sequence{ Q”x- } is monotone non-decreasing and bounded above by xi. 
Hence Q”x- converges monotonically to a limit which is a fixed point 
Of-Q- I 
Remark. The last part of the proof employs a monotonicity argument 
which generalizes to yield fixed-point theorems on ordered sets. See 
14, Theorem 3.8.11. 
Generalization to Compact Action Spaces 
Consider the case where each action space K(i) is a compact metric space 
rather than finite, so that S, = Xy=‘=, K(i) is compact. Assume that q”, Tf and 
Ps are continuous in k and that (l-2) continues to hold. Employ q(f), P(f), 
g(f ), etc. with non-randomized f, and redefine 
Lemma 1 still holds in the following form: If g,? = (g*) for all i, then 
there exists f” E S, with gdf’) = g*. The proof completely parallels that of 
Lemma 1, with supfes, replaced by supfes, everywhere. 
Theorem 1 is no longer valid for compact action spaces and continuous 
data. The mathematical breakdown occurs because [6, Theorem 2.71 used in 
Lemma 5 is correct for a finite number of inequalities but not for an infinite 
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number. The following example illustrates that the breakdown of Theorem 1 
is connected with a discontinuous chain structure, and unbounded relative 
values (or bias-vectors) for maximum-gain policies. Theorem 1 requires 
additional assumptions to prevent bias vectors from becoming infinitely 
large. For example, a strictly positive lower bound on the positive transition 
probabilities will assure that all fundamental matrices, hence all bias vectors, 
are bounded above [ 13, Theorem 21. 
To illustrate what goes wrong when such constraints are absent, consider 
the following example adapted from [ 14, Sect. 4.41. N = 2, K( 1) = singleton, 
K(2) = [0, 11. Any policy f is characterized by the action k E [0, l] chosen 
in state 2, with associated parameters 
q = (0, k), T= (1, I>, 
P=[,l* lukZ J, n=[i y] fork=O, JI=[: i] forO<k<l. 
Then g(f) = Nf> s(f) = P,O> f or all k, 0 < k < 1, hence (2-5) holds with 
(g*) = 0. 
However, the functional equations are unsolvable since (l-l) when i = 2 
reads 
0 = pyl [k + k*(v, - v,)], 
which is impossible for any finite value of vi - v2. (If vi - v2 > -1, the 
choice k = 1 has the right-hand side >O; if vi - v2 < -1, the choice 
k = -OS/(v, - v2) has the right-hand side equal -0.25/(v, - VJ > 0.) The 
difficulty occurs because for any action k, 0 < k < 1, the relative value 
vector associated with this action satisfies v2 - v, = l/k, hence becomes 
unbounded as k 10. 
4. MULTICHAIN CASE 
In the general multichain case, a solution pair {g, v} is sought to the pair 
of functional equations [ 121 
(4-l) 
vi= max 
keL(8.i) 
s:-~H:gj+~P~vj) 1 l<i<N, V-2) j=l .i=l 
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where 
L(g,i)c kEK(i)i; Pigj=gi ) 
I t 
K(i) finite, 
j=l 
H;>O, I$ Ht.= T; > 0, and Hi = 0 whenever Pz = 0. 
It is known [ 121 that if a solution exists, then g = g*, defined by (2-4), and 
that any policy f * achieving all 2N maxima also satisfies gdf *) = g*. 
We next show that Theorem 1 generalizes to show that (4-l), (4-2) possess 
a solution pair { g, v } if and only if 
dfO) = g* for some policy f” E S, (4-3) 
Evidently Theorem 1 is a specialization of this result due to Lemma 1. 
THEOREM 2. 1. If (4-3) holds, then 
gi* = max ksK(i) [$,p~g~]~ l<i<N, (4-4) 
and a solution pair {g*, u} exists to (4-l), (4-2). 
2. If a solution pair {g, v} exists to (4-l), (4-2), then g = g* and (4-3) 
holds. 
Prooj Part 1. Derive (4-4) as follows. If (4-3) holds, 
g* = No) = P(fO) g(fO) = W”) g* < gg P(f) g* = J’(h) g*, (4-5) 
where, for each i, the maximizing distribution {hik}kcKcij s chosen arbitrarily 
except to agree with {fyk} if possible. Multiplication of (4-5) by II(h) > 0 
reveals that the ith component of (4-5) is an equality for i E R(h), so policies 
h and f” agree for each subchain of P(h). Thus R(h) E R(f”) and g(h), = 
g(f”), = g: for i E R(h). But iteration on g* <P(h) g* yields g* Q II(h) g* 
or 
g; < 1 n(h), gy = C n(h), g(h)j = g(h), < ST 
jER(h) jeR(h) 
for all i. Thus g* = g(h) = P(h) g(h) = P(h) g* so (4-5) implies (4-4). 
It remains to establish solvability of (4-2) when g = g*. Interpret (4-2) as 
the functional equation (l-l) of an MDP with L(g*, i) as the set of actions 
in state i, C$ = qf - xi”= I Ht gJF as the one-step reward, and a scalar gain 
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rate of zero. Then solvability of (4-2) follows from Theorem 1 with g = 0. It 
merely remains to confirm that the maximal gain rate is indeed 0, i.e., that 
g’(f m) ~ ML m>; d(f)) < o 9 wi ml; w-1) ’ l< m < W), (4-6) 
for alIfE S, with support on Xy= 1 L( g*, i), 
f” has support on i L(g*, i), 
i=l 
m-o, m) = 0, 1 < m < n(f”). 
(4-7) 
(4-g) 
If these three properties hold, then 
n(f) 
ii” = sup 
fCS,Q I 
C #(f, m)i t?(f, m>lfE S, ;fh as support on G L(g*,j) < 0, 
??I=1 j=l ! 
so $ = 0 for all i, as desired. 
To establish (4.6), recall [ 121 that the properties of H imply that if 
i E C(f, m>, H(f)jj = 0 unless j E C(f, m), SO JJy= 1 H(f)ii = T(f)i. Also, 
(4-4) implies gT is constant, say g*(f, m), for all i E C(f, m). These imply 
that (4-6) is 
Mf, m>; s(f) - fw-1 g*> = Mf, ml; 4(f) - u..f)g”(f, ml) 
ML m>; W>) ML m>; w-1) (4-9) 
= &a m> - g*u m) < 0. 
Once (4-7) is established, (4-9) with f” for f has equality due to (4-3) so 
d(f”, m) = 0, which confirms (4-8). 
To establish (4-7), use (4-3) and (4-4) to write 
g* = g(fO) = WO) g(fO) = WO) g* 
so f yk > 0 implies k E L( g*, i). 
Part 2. See [ 121 and its references. I 
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